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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Within the Intelligent Transport1 challenge, the passenger is at the centre of all concerns. The rail sector
must, therefore, improve its performance by offering innovative solutions to meet this challenge. In this
context, the MaaSive project aims at setting up an efficient European transport system through a single
application offering activities to travellers in order to simplify the user experience, mask the complexity of
information and services and promote the local environment.
The overall objective of the project is to research and implement a transparent and interoperable platform
offering new levels of interaction between passengers and transport stakeholders based upon Mobility as a
service (MaaS), as well as a ubiquitous and innovative interface for the global transport services ecosystem.
In this way, MaaSive’s WP1 specifies and implements enhancements to the Travel Shopping functionalities
of the Shift2Rail ecosystem. They include Demand-Responsive Transport, a better integration of pure
individual transport TSPs, and support for Multi-User Capabilities.
The purpose of this document is to describe the developments on the Travel Shopping components of the
MaaSive Core Release (CREL). It is organised as follows: Section 2 describes what implementation was done
according to which Travel Shopping components. Some components are carried over from the Co-Active
project and enhanced according to the objectives of MaaSive while others were newly implemented to meet
new requirements that arose from the objectives. Section 3 provides information about the performed tests,
testing tools and procedure, dependencies with other work packages or projects, and lists the use cases that
lead the way for the implementation. Within section 4, the test cases are presented while their results are
summarised in section 5. Section 6 shows whether the use cases could be realised and section 7 concludes
the document with an outlook on possible next steps on how to improve upon the results of the
implementation of this work package.

1

Transport in the European Union Current Trends and Issues March 2019:
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/2019-transport-in-the-eu-current-trends-and-issues.pdf
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1. INTRODUCTION
The MaaSive project belongs to Innovation Program 4 (IP4) that is itself part of Shift2Rail (S2R), a rail joint
technology initiative focused on accelerating the integration of new and advanced technologies into
innovative rail product solutions. IP4 is focused on “IT solutions for attractive Railway services”.
MaaSive continues and complements the work accomplished within previous IP4 projects, ATTRACkTIVE and
Co-Active, in the areas of travel shopping, trip tracking, booking and ticketing, and the development of a
travel companion. The project not only enhances and provides extra functionalities to the existing IP4
ecosystem, but also enables the integration of intermodality and MaaS (Mobility as a Service) into the
proposed digital framework.
The MaaSive project is broken down into the following working packages: WP1 & WP2 dedicated to Travel
Shopping enrichment, WP3 & WP4 focused on Booking & Ticketing enhancement and especially inspection
and validation management, WP5 & WP6 aimed at developing the flexibility of the Trip Tracker, a key
component of the MaaS offer, WP7 & WP8 linked to the incorporation of MaaS into the Travel Companion,
WP9 & WP10 dedicated to Business and Contractual management, WP11 & WP12 addressing technical
coordination and WP13 related to dissemination and communication.
Interoperability and the move to MaaS are key elements in the development of a sustainable mobility in the
perspective on the pan-European one-stop-shop ecosystem promoted by S2R-IP4. The capability to integrate
a wide range of mobility providers either public or private as well as the proposal of attractive fare and
integrated bundles will favour the move of passenger traffic from car to low-carbon mobility solutions.
WP1 & WP2 address TD4.2 Travel Shopping within MaaSive and have the following objectives:
Enrich Journey Planning functionalities by introducing Multi-User Capabilities;
Enlarge the Travel Shopping by taking into account additional modes for the first and last miles, esp.
Demand Responsive Transport;
Develop Technology Demonstrators for all modes, esp. rail and urban domain with the addition of the
Demand Responsive Transport;
Refine the Travel Shopping with more information, alternatives and ancillary services;
Manage the failure cases at all stages.
WP1 is broken down into the following subtasks:
Task 1.1 – Orchestration enhancement
Task 1.2 – Demand Responsive Transport functionalities (specification and implementation)
WP1 includes the following deliverables:
D1.1 – TD4.2 CREL Specifications
D1.2 – TD4.2 CREL Implementation Report (this document)
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
Acronyms
API
BT
CMMP
CREL
CW
DRT
FREL
IT
IF
MN
MNB
MNE
MP
MPO
MRM
MUC
MUC-O
PA
S2R
SACh
TC
TS
TSA
TSP
TSR
TT
WP

Meaning
Application Programming Interface
Booking and Ticketing
Contractual Management Marketplace
Core Release
Cloud Wallet
Demand Responsive Transport
Final Release
Information Technology
Interoperability Framework
Meta-Network
Meta-Network Builder
Meta-Network Explorer
Mobility Package
Mobility Package Orchestrator
Mobility Request Manager
Multi-User Capability
Multi-User Capability Orchestrator
Personal Application
Shift to rail
Service Area Checker
Travel companion
Travel Shopping
Travel Solution Aggregator
Travel Service Provider
Travel Service Resolver
Trip Tracking
Work Package
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2. IMPLEMENTED SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
The implementation of the Work Package 1 – Travel Shopping Core Release (CREL) focusses on the integration
of DRT into the travel solutions and prepares improvements the Meta-Network Building process from CoActive through a higher degree of automation and deeper integration with the Interoperability Framework.

IMPLEMENTED ARCHITECTURE
This section presents the changes on the solution implemented within Co-Active to achieve the objectives of
MaaSive’s Work Package 1 – TD4.2 Travel Shopping CREL. The planned architecture regarding Travel
Shopping is depicted in the following figure.

Figure 1: Travel Shopping Architecture
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The Travel Shopping Orchestrator with its subcomponents Mobility Request Manager (MRM) and Travel
Solution Aggregator (TSA) is carried over from Co-Active. Within MaaSive CREL first steps to adapt the Travel
Solution Aggregator to call the Travel Service Resolver were done. The Travel Service Resolver analyses the
Meta-Routes and identifies potential TSPs that contribute to the overall travel solutions for the Travel
Solution Aggregator. The Travel Service Resolver is part of the Interoperability Framework and contributes
to the deeper integration of the Travel Shopping with the Interoperability Framework. Within CREL, the
Travel Service Resolver was not yet ready to be integrated into the Travel Shopping flow.
The Meta-Network Explorer is a component inherited from Co-Active that calculates the Meta-Routes as
approximations of actual trips spanning multiple TSPs across Europe. It is planned in MaaSive to call the
Service Area Checker to verify if there is a TSP that potentially operates on the calculated Meta Travel
Episode. This is especially needed for TSPs without a timetable that are not directly integrated into the MetaNetwork but operate in a service area that covers stops of the Meta-Network. The Service Area Checker is
also part of the Interoperability Framework and adds to the integration with the information therein. Within
CREL, the Service Area Checker was not yet ready to be integrated into the Travel Shopping flow.
The Meta-Network Builder is another component that was already part of Co-Active and is now undergoing
updates. The Meta-Network Builder integrates the timetables of the TSPs into a Meta-Network and transfers
that Meta-Network to the Meta-Network Explorer that uses the Meta-Network to find approximations of
trips across multiple TSPs. In MaaSive, the Meta-Network Builder will use the Interoperability Framework to
retrieve the adjusted timetable information to enable easier and automatic integration of TSPs into the MetaNetwork. Within CREL, this automatic network data provision was not ready to be integrated. But
developments in the Meta-Network Building automation started to facilitate automatic integration of new
network data in the future.

COMPONENT: TRAVEL SOLUTION AGGREGATOR
The Travel Solution Aggregator (TSA) uses the Meta-Route calculated by the Meta-Network Explorer and has
the responsibility to find the detailed solution for each part of the Meta-Route to aggregate the partial
solutions into one travel solution. The Travel Solution Aggregator is called by the Shopping Orchestrator and
in FREL will use functions of the Travel Service Resolver, as part of the Interoperability Framework to identify
involved Travel Service Providers (TSPs), and uses the Brokers of the Interoperability Framework to request
the partial solutions from the TSPs.
By using this generalized process with the Travel Service Resolver, the Travel Solution Aggregator will
integrate all kinds of TSPs in FREL, such as DRT, directly into the Travel Shopping process. By calling the Travel
Service Resolver, the TSPs that may contribute to a travel solution are identified and called. If the Meta-Route
contains a segment with the corresponding mode of a DRT which is also within the service area of the DRT
provider, the DRT provider will be called and the partial travel solution will be taken into consideration for a
travel solution. Currently, DRT is integrated by means of a TSP that also contributes public transport network
data to the meta-network.
The solution from Co-Active used the information stored in the Meta-Route which TSP contributed which
part of the Meta-Route into the Meta-Network and requested the partial solutions from these TSPs.
However, there is a potential that there is a TSP other than the one that’s part of the Meta-Route that could
contribute to a good travel solution which is not requested to calculate a partial travel solution. That missed
TSP may be another Public Transport TSP, but may also be a TSP without a timetable, such as a DRT TSP. For
MaaSive – GA 826385
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a better identification of involved TSPs and to integrate DRT into the Travel Shopping, the Travel Solution
Aggregator in the FREL will request potential TSPs according to each segment of the Meta-Route from the
Travel Service Resolver of the Interoperability Framework. That Travel Service Resolver takes care of finding
the TSPs that may be able to contribute to a travel solution for the segment and the Travel Solution
Aggregator requests partial solutions from each of them.

Reference to API description
Within CREL, there are no changes to the Travel Solution Aggregator according to the connected interfaces
from Co-Active (Co-Active: D1.6 - TD4.2 FREL Implementation Report).

Implementation choices
Within CREL, no changes were done to the Travel Solution Aggregator.

Misalignments with specifications
There is no misalignment with the specifications in the CREL.

COMPONENT: META-NETWORK EXPLORER
The Meta-Network Explorer (MNE) uses the Meta-Network to calculate approximations of actual trips
according to the mobility request which are then used by the Travel Solution Aggregator to find the partial
travel solutions. The Meta-Network Explorer is called by the Shopping Orchestrator and in FREL will use the
Service Area Checker for Meta-Travel-Episodes that may be realised by modes of transport that are not part
of the Meta-Network to find out if there are Transport Service Providers (such as DRT providers) that,
according to their service areas, operate at both, origin and destination, of this Meta-Travel-Episode. If there
is such a Transport Service Provider, the Meta-Travel-Episode remains and is part of a Meta-Route. If there
is no such Transport Service Provider the Meta-Travel-Episode along with this Meta-Route is eliminated. An
alternative Meta-Travel-Episode leads to another Meta-Route to be analysed.
The Meta-Network Explorer from Co-Active was relying on the Meta-Network for all calculations of the MetaRoutes. Integrating modes of transports that could not provide a timetable which could have been integrated
into the Meta-Network was done by relying on the capability of Travel Service Providers that on one hand
could provide such a timetable and on the other hand integrated other modes of transport into their travel
solutions during the process of travel solution aggregation by the Travel Solution Aggregator.
The Meta-Network implemented in the MaaSive CREL also is able to find Meta-Travel-Episodes outside the
Meta-Network that may lead to travel solutions provided by Transport Service Providers without a timetable.
Within CREL, the Service Area Checker was not ready to be integrated to test this functionality.

Reference to API description
Within CREL, there were no changes to the API.

Implementation choices
Within CREL, the Meta-Network Explorer was enhanced and prepared to call the Service Area Checker in
FREL. The protocol for the communication between the Service Area Checker and the Meta-Network Explorer
is an intellectual property of HaCon. It is HTTP-based and uses XML-content.
MaaSive – GA 826385
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Misalignments with specifications
There is no misalignment with the specifications in the CREL.

COMPONENT: META-NETWORK BUILDER
The Meta-Network Builder is responsible for integrating the timetables of the Transport Service Providers
into one Meta-Network which enables the Meta-Network Explorer to find Meta-Routes that combine the
network information from the Transport Service Providers into one travel solution.
The Meta-Network Builder from Co-Active still has manual steps that are needed to integrate the timetables
into one Meta-Network. Within MaaSive CREL, work has started on the Meta-Network Builder in order to
enhance and automate the integration while also exploiting the functionalities of the Interoperability
Framework within that process.
The HaCon product Train Planning System – Integrator (TPSI) is now the fundamental building block of the
Meta-Network Builder and its main task is the automatic network data integration from the timetable
information. It makes use of the partial automation works done in Co-Active (Shift2Rail-Scripts), especially
for the process of simplifying the network data of each Transport Service Provider while maintaining a stable
Meta-Network that contains enough information for the Meta-Network Explorer to identify potential MetaRoutes across all Transport Service Providers, but which is also small enough to facilitate fast calculations
which do not need immense computation resources. For this use case in Shift2Rail the TPSI needs adaptations
and the development is ongoing in the FREL.
Around these building blocks there will be a WebService in FREL which represents the Meta-Network Builder
and orchestrates the services that will be provided by the Interoperability Framework and the TPSI. The
WebService will be triggered daily to retrieve the GTFS-files of the TSPs from the Interoperability Framework.
The Meta-Network Builder always expects GTFS and the Interoperability Framework will be able to accept
other formats from the TSPs and convert those formats into GTFS for the Meta-Network Builder. The MetaNetwork Builder also relies on the Interoperability Framework to assign global IDs to the stop places that
originally come from the TSPs so that there are no ID collisions among the stop places of all TSPs and in a way
that the stop places have the same global ID across future timetables. When the WebService retrieves the
GTFS-files, it puts them onto a common network share with the TPSI.
The TPSI watches these shares and is triggered as soon as there are new GTFS-files. It reads them and uses
its own GTFS-Converter to process them into its own format. The TPSI then applies the Shift2Rail-Scripts
which simplify the network data and enables the TPSI to integrate the remaining information of the network
data of the TSP into the Meta-Network. After the GTFS-files are all integrated into the Meta-Network, the
TPSI exports the Meta-Network for the Meta-Network Explorer to be used from then on.
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Figure 2: Sub-Components of the Meta-Network Builder

The available TSPs for Travel Shopping taken over from Co-Active are:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

VBB (Verkehrsverbund Berlin Brandenburg)
o Public transport
o Car-sharing
DB (Deutsche Bahn AG)
Madrid urban
o Public transport
o Park
TMB (Transporte Metropolitano de Barcelona)
Spanish Railways (feed with data of routes among Madrid and Barcelona)
CXX (Connexxion Public Transport N.V.; partly)
AIR (flights; partly)
MyHannover (Hanover)
o Public Transport
o DRT
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During the course of MaaSive CREL and Shift2MaaS, new TSPs were defined to be integrated into the Travel
Shopping of the Shift2Rail ecosystem the same way as in Co-Active:
•
•
•
•

•
•

RMV (Rhein-Main-Verkehrsverbund)
EMT (Málaga)
Carris (Lisbon)
o Bus and Tram
Fertagus (Lisbon)
o Rail, Light Rail and Bus
o EMEL (Lisbon)
▪ Park and Ride
▪ Bike Sharing
Kordis JMK
AMS (AMSBUS Regular Bus Service)

Using their network data, these new TSPs were integrating into the Meta-Network. The integration of their
individual Travel Shopping APIs in the Interoperability Framework is ongoing and will be finished until the
FREL. Thus, they couldn’t be tested in the CREL.

Reference to API Description
The Meta-Network Builder does not provide an API but will consume future interfaces of the Interoperability
Framework to retrieve the timetable data and publishes the Meta-Network to the Meta-Network Explorer
via a file-share.

Implementation choices
The WebService will be based on Java and will interface with the TPSI via file-shares to provide new timetable
data to be integrated. The TPSI is a product of HaCon and in parts adapted to the use case of Shift2Rail.

Misalignments with specifications
There is no misalignment with the specifications in the CREL.
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3. TESTING AT COMPONENT LEVEL
The WP1 focussed on the specifications and preparations for the development in the FREL. The developments
in the CREL could not be finished but preparations were done to quickly and easily make use of the necessary
services and interfaces of components and functionalities coming from other areas of the Shift2Rail
ecosystem as soon as they are available.

USE CASES TO BE VALIDATED
The following use cases of the Use Case document are tested for the CREL implementation.

Use Case ID

Use Case Name

UC_TD4.2_03

DRT: Journey Planning including DRT (at TSP level)
Table 2: Tested Use Cases

DEPENDENCIES
Testing the use cases depends on the Travel Companion’s Personal Application and Cloud Wallet services but
also on the advancements in the Interoperability Framework in CONNECTIVE, such as the Service Area
Checker, the Travel Service Resolver, and the network data provision with global IDs and conversion to GTFS.
Because not all of these dependencies could be met for the MaaSive CREL, the test shows the integration of
DRT at TSP level via means that could be developed within CREL.

TESTING TOOLS
The approach and tools proposed in this WP for testing purposes follows the project and IP4 program
guidelines, which include the following tools:
•

•

SOAPUI 2– Desktop tool which allows creating projects using different protocols (SOAP and REST)
for automated functional, regression, and load tests based on Web services. In a single test
environment, it provides complete test coverage (e.g., a test case which concatenates different
calls among which parameters should be reused could be created). In addition, it allows
simulating needed parts to complete the test and export the projects for sharing them.
POSTMAN 3– Desktop and web tool which allows interacting with HTTP APIs and to automate
tests. The request GUI is user-friendly and intuitive. Adding the URL to call, selecting the
operation to perform, adding the header parameters and the body if needed, the request is
created and the response will be received and displayed. It allows configuring complex calls with
environment variables or pre-request scripts and configuring the conditions that the response
has to meet to pass the tests.

2

https://www.soapui.org

3

https://www.postman.com
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•
•

•

SwaggerUI 4– Web tool that provides a GUI from the source code with the exposed API. It also
allows executing the call and retrieving the answer.
Android Emulator (Android Studio5) – IDE (Integrated Development Environment) for developing
mobile applications which allows executing a virtual simulator for a device with the desired
Android version. In addition, it allows developing and debugging the possible found issues during
the application execution. This tool is useful for testing the mobile components of the projects
but a component is only considered ready if it passes tests on a real device.
Others: along the project, new tools can be identified to accelerate and/or improve the testing
methodology.

TESTING PROCEDURE
The testing procedure for MaaSive is based on COHESIVE’s guidelines and following the lessons learnt from
Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE. According to them, each partner tests its components separately before the
integration and accepts the component for the integration.
This process is based on continuous integration and testing platforms and enables frequent releases. After
each version, a testing process is performed in order to assess the adequacy of the release with the defined
use cases.

4

https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/

5

https://developer.android.com/studio
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4. TEST CASE DESCRIPTIONS
This section describes for each component which tests they underwent.

COMPONENT: TRAVEL SOLUTION AGGREGATOR
The Travel Solution Aggregator is responsible to identify and create partial mobility requests to the Travel
Service Providers via the Interoperability Framework while considering the original mobility request and
according to the Meta-Route calculated by the Meta-Network Explorer. In MaaSive CREL, the Travel Solution
Aggregator has to be able to request travel solutions from TSPs that may contain DRT and integrate such
results into the resulting travel solutions for the Personal Application.

Test 1: Search within Hannover to get a Travel Solution with DRT
Test Case
TC#ID

Steps

Test Data

Expected Results
Actual Result
Status (Passed/Failed)

Verify whether the result based on input to include Shared
Transport includes Shared Transport
ALPHA-UC7-TC1
1) User starts journey planning module in Travel Companion
2) User enters Starting Point
3) User enters End Point
4) User enters Departure Date of Journey
5) User enters Departure Time of Journey
6) User selects Shared Transport modes
7) User starts request by pressing SEARCH-button
Starting Point: valid input
End Point: valid input
Departure Date of Journey: valid input
Departure Time of journey: valid input
(Partial) Mobility Offer including Shared Transport
(Partial) Mobility Offer includes Shared Transport
Passed

Table 3: Travel Solution Aggregator – Test 1: Search within Hannover to get a Travel Solution with DRT
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INTEGRATION TESTS
After successfully testing the components, the following integration tests have been performed. Integration
Test in this case means that it needs to be checked if DRT services are working properly within the TD4.5 –
Travel Companion Personal Application.

Test Case 1: DRT can be enabled and disabled for the Travel Shopping
Test Case
TC#ID

Steps

Test Data
Expected Results

Verify whether DRT service is part of the list of all modes
UC_TD4.2_03-TC01
1) User starts journey planning module in Travel Companion
2) User enters Starting Point
3) User enters End Point
4) Press “Options”
5) Select “Services”
Starting Point: : Hannover Congress Hotel
End Point Hannover Hauptbahnhof
List of all modes including DRT Mode
DRT is shown in the list and activated

Actual Result
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DRT is shown in the list but deactivated

DRT deactivated in search options as result of deactivating it
according to previous screen shot

Status (Passed/Failed)

Passed

Table 4: Integration Test – Test 1: DRT can be enabled and disabled for the Travel Shopping
MaaSive – GA 826385
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Test Case 2: There are travel solutions that contain DRT
Test Case
TC#ID

Steps

Test Data

Expected Results

There are travel solutions that contain DRT
UC_TD4.2_03-TC02
1) User starts journey planning module in Travel Companion
2) User enables DRT in “Services” (as described in Test Case 1)
3) User enters Starting Point
4) User enters End Point
5) User enters Departure Date of Journey
6) User enters Departure Time of Journey
7) User starts request by pressing SEARCH-button
8) User selects journey to see details
Starting
Point:
Hannover
Congress
Hotel
End
Point:
Hannover
Hauptbahnhof
Departure
Date
of
Journey:
26.03.2019
Departure Time of journey: 23:00 (as planned departure)
DRT is part of the proposed journey
DRT
is
shown
as
Trip
Search
result

Actual Result

Status (Passed/Failed)

Passed

Table 5: Integration Test – Test 2: There are travel solutions that contain DRT
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5. TEST REPORTS
TEST RUN 1

Test

Who’s performing

Results

UC_TD4.2_03-TC01

Achim von der Embse

Passed 2020/05/07

UC_TD4.2_03-TC02

Achim von der Embse

passed 2020/05/07

Table 6: Test Report – Test Run 1
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6. USE CASE VALIDATION
The following Use Cases were validated within the CREL implementation.
Use case

Test case (needed for validation)

DRT: Journey Planning Verify whether DRT service is part of the list of all modes
including DRT
There are travel solutions that contain DRT
Table 7: Use Case Validations
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT STEPS
This document describes the advancements of Travel Shopping in the CREL of MaaSive compared to the
previous work in Co-Active. Most of the work has been done in describing the architecture to be implemented
and in specifying the Travel Shopping for MaaSive. The test case to integrate DRT into the Travel Shopping
via a TSP shows that the work is proceeding to enhance the Travel Shopping. The FREL will focus on
implementing the described architecture and on implementing the specification for Travel Shopping and,
thus, will greatly benefit from the more conceptual work done within WP1 – Travel Shopping of MaaSive’s
CREL.
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